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Abstract
We present an action compiler that can be used in connection with an action semantics based compiler generator. Our action
compiler produces code with faster execution times than code produced by other action compilers, and for some nontrivial test
examples it is only a factor of two slower than the code produced by the Gnu C Compiler. Targeting Standard ML makes the
description of the code generation simple and easy to implement. The action compiler has been tested on a description of the Core
of Standard ML and a subset of C.
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1. Introduction
Automatically generating a compiler from a formal description of a language does not always lead to efficient
compilers. A formalism that supports easy construction of readable, complete, and reusable descriptions of most
programming languages and at the same time has tool support for automatically generating efficient compilers seems
to be nonexistent. One formalism that tries to satisfy these requirements on a language description formalism and
allows automatic generation of efficient compilers is Action Semantics (AS) [1,2]. By efficient compilers we mean
compilers that produce fast code, and not compilers that run fast or produce small code. An AS-based compiler
generator produces a front end that maps each program in the described language to an action. The front end is then
connected to an action compiler, and the result is a compiler for the described language. Previous results [3,4] have
shown that it is possible to generate compilers that produce code that is less than ten-times slower than the code
generated by handwritten compilers, and in some cases even as fast as only twice as slow. Some restrictions have been
put on the actions handled by the compiler to achieve this result, and often the implementation of the code generator
in the action compiler is very complicated.
We present an action compiler that produces more efficient code than previous action compilers, and on some
examples only a factor two slower than the code produced by the Gnu C compiler. The code generator translates
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actions to Standard ML (SML) [5] in a straightforward way. The SML code is then compiled to executable code using
the MLton2 compiler.
An action compiler annotates and transforms the action in several steps. Our action compiler performs type
inference (Section 3) and code generation (Section 4), but no optimizations on the action as seen in previous work [6,
4,7–9]. Instead we generate code that can easily be optimized by MLton.
It is an advantage to be familiar with AS and SML, but not a prerequisite, when reading this paper. We will briefly
introduce action semantics in the following section.
1.1. Action Semantics
Action Semantics (AS) is a hybrid of Denotational Semantics and Operational Semantics. As in a conventional
denotational description, inductively defined semantic functions map programs (and declarations, expressions,
statements, etc.) compositionally to their denotations, which model their behaviour. The difference is that here
denotations are actions instead of higher-order functions.
An Action Semantic Description (ASD) of a programming language must describe the syntax of the language,
semantic functions mapping the language constructs to actions, and semantic entities used in the semantic functions.
ASDs of nontrivial languages, like Java [10] and SML [11], have already been constructed.
Actions are expressed in Action Notation (AN) [1,2], a notation resembling English but still strictly formal. AN
consists of a kernel that is defined operationally; the rest of AN can be reduced to kernel notation. Actions are
constructed from yielders, action constants, and action combinators, where yielders consist of data, data operations
and predicates. Yielders are not part of the kernel.
The performance of an action might be seen as an evaluation of a function from data and bindings to data, with
side effects like changing storage and sending messages. We shall often refer to the input data/bindings of an action
as the given data/bindings. The action combinators correspond to different ways of composing functions to obtain
different kinds of control and data flow in the evaluation. The evaluation can terminate in three different ways:
normally (the performance of the enclosing action continues normally), abruptly (the enclosing action is skipped
until an exception is handled), or failing (corresponding to abandoning the current alternative of a choice and trying
alternative actions). AN has actions to represent evaluation of expressions, declarations, abstractions, manipulation of
storage and communication between agents. The yielders can be used to inspect memory locations and compute data
and bindings.
To limit this paper, we are not concerned with the actions used to represent communication between agents. Table 1
presents all kernel action combinators and constants, together with a short informal explanation. In Table 1, A ranges
over actions.
Fig. 1 gives an example of an action. In line 1 the identifier “x” is provided. In line three a new memory location
l1, containing a random nonnegative integer, is allocated, and the action combinator in line two makes sure that line
three is performed after line one and that the output from both evaluations is concatenated into the tuple (x, l1). Line
four passes the tuple to the action in line five which applies the data operator binding to it and produces the bindings
map { x : l1 }. The scope of these bindings is line seven where they are just returned as data.
(1) (((result x)
(2) and-then
(3) (choose-nat then create))
(4) then
(5) (give binding))
(6) scope
(7) copy-bindings
Fig. 1. Example of an action.
2 http://www.mlton.org/.
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Table 1
Kernel AN
Action Explanation
copy produces the given data
result D produces data D
give O applies data operator O to the given data
A1 then A2 output from A1 is input to A2
A1 and-then A2 sequencing, results are concatenated
A1 and A2 interleaving, results are concatenated
indivisibly A A cannot be interleaved with other actions
check O terminates abruptly if O returns false
choose-nat produces a random nonnegative integer
unfolding A iterates A (in combination with unfold)
unfold performs action A of smallest enclosing unfolding A
throw terminates abruptly with the given data as result
A1 catch A2 A2 receives output if A1 terminates abruptly
A1 and-catch A2 sequencing if subactions terminate abruptly.
Results are concatenated
fail fails
A1 else A2 A2 is the alternative if A1 fails
copy-bindings produces current bindings as data
A1 scope A2 the scope of bindings produced by A1 is A2
recursively A allows recursive bindings in A
apply applies the given action to the given data
close computes the closure of the given action
create allocates a fresh location containing the given datum
inspect inspects the contents of the given location
update updates the given location with the given data
Fig. 2. The transformation of a program.
1.2. Overview
In Section 2 we present the Action Environment which serves as a front end generator in our compiler generator.
Type inference of actions is an essential part of generating efficient code from actions, and is the subject of Section 3.
The main contribution of this paper, namely the rules for translating actions into SML, is described in Section 4.
Before evaluating the action compiler in Section 6 we take a look at previous work on compiling actions in Section 5.
In Section 7 the limitations of our action compiler are discussed. Section 8 concludes.
2. The action environment
The Action Environment [12] is a tool for working with ASDs of programming languages. It supports the
formalisms ASF+SDF [13,14] and ASDF [12,11]. The concrete syntax of a programming language can be described
using arbitrary context-free grammars expressed in SDF. Abstract syntax in prefix constructor form and the action
semantics of each construct can be described using ASDF. For mapping the concrete syntax to abstract syntax,
ASF can be used. Using both ASF+SDF and ASDF a mapping from a language’s concrete syntax to actions can be
described. Fig. 2 shows how a program is transformed to an action using the Action Environment and a specification
of a language. The action is then translated to SML using the action compiler and the ASDF part of the specification.
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ActionType ::= (RecordType, RecordType)→
(RecordType, RecordType)
RecordType ::= { Label : Type , . . . , Label : Type} | ∅
Type ::= integer | boolean | token(Label) | cell(Type) |
ActionType | RecordType | . . .
Fig. 3. Action types.
As explained in [12], the two formalisms have already been used to describe the core of the Standard ML language.
In the environment it is possible to export both parse tables, for use in connection with a standalone parser, and
equations, describing the mapping from concrete syntax to actions, that can be used by an ASF evaluator. This makes
it possible to map a program to an action independently of the Action Environment.
The Action Environment is the compiler front-end generator in our compiler generator (the front end consists of
lexical analysis, parsing and transformation to an intermediate language, which in our case is AN). Connecting the
front end with an action compiler, we have a compiler for the described language.
3. Type inference
Inferring a type for an action serves two main purposes. The first purpose is to type check the action. If a type can
be inferred, we say that the action is type correct. If an action is type correct, it is guaranteed that during the evaluation
of the action no sub-actions are given data or bindings of an unexpected type. As an example, the action “result true
then give +” is not type correct because the sub-action “give +” expects two numbers but is given a boolean. By
ensuring that the action is type correct no runtime type checks are needed, and this improves the efficiency of the code
generated from the action.
Another purpose is to provide information about the runtime behaviour of the action for use in code generation.
The action and all its subactions are annotated with action types and, as we shall see later, some code generation rules
use this type information. The type inference engine is described in [15].
The set of action types is described in Fig. 3. Action types – the types derived from the nonterminal ActionType
– are function types where the domain is a pair of record types describing the type of data and bindings given to the
action. We use a record type where the labels are numbers to describe product types, i.e. {1 : integer, 2 : boolean}
corresponds to integer * boolean. The co-domain of the action type is a pair consisting of two record types which
describe the type of data produced by the action in case of normal or abrupt termination. If an action cannot terminate
normally or abruptly, the special record type ∅ is used to indicate this. The action type
({}, { x : cell(integer)})→ ({1 : integer, 2 : token(a) }, ∅)
describes the actions that expect no data, and a binding of “x” to an integer memory cell. The actions can terminate
normally producing a pair consisting of an integer and the token “a”.3 The record type ∅ tells us that the actions cannot
terminate abruptly. Actions can have types that indicate that they might both terminate normally and abruptly, but of
course not in the same evaluation; the types just say that they will terminate in one of the two ways.
The types derived from the nonterminal Type contain atomic types, like integer, boolean and token(Label). They
also contains record types, because actions can produce bindings as output data, and action types, because actions can
be treated as data. There are more types than the ones listed here, including types defined by the user in the ASDF
specification. The type inference engine also uses information from the ASDF specification to determine the type of
data and data operators.
The action “(result 5 then throw) catch fail” can be annotated with the following types (we use @ to separate a
subaction from its type, and boxes to show the grouping of the action):
3 The types describing tokens are very fine grained because knowledge about the specific token value is needed when inferring the type of
bindings used by an action.
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result 5
@ ({}, {})→ ({1 : integer}, ∅)
then
throw
@ ({1 : integer}, {})→ (∅,{1 : integer})
@ ({}, {})→ (∅, {1 : integer})
catch
fail
@ ({1 : integer}, {})→ (∅, ∅)
@ ({}, {})→ (∅, ∅)
How the type information is used will be explained in Section 4. Knowing that we translate actions to SML and
that the SML compiler does type inference, one might wonder whether this type inference is necessary. If the SML
code can be produced without knowledge of types, the SML compiler could try to infer a type and thereby check
that the input action is type correct. The problem with this approach is that the generated SML code would be less
efficient if the code generator could not take advantage of type annotations. To give an example, the translation of the
and combinator (Rule 4 Section 4) uses knowledge about the size of the data tuples produced by its subactions. If this
knowledge was not available data tuples would have to be represented by lists, which is less efficient.
4. Code generation
We have chosen to use SML as the target language for our action compiler. Previous work has used SPARC
assembler code [4], C [6,9], Java [7,9], and a tailor made bytecode language [9] (see Section 5), but we found the
translation from AN to SML more natural due to AN’s resemblance to functional languages. The formal semantics of
SML should make it relatively easy to prove that the produced code is semantically equivalent to the target action.
The translation is described using conditional rules, some of which are shown in Figs. 4–8, and the rest in the
Appendix. An action is inductively translated to SML by translating its subactions and then combining the produced
code such that it captures the semantics of the action (Rule 3 translated into an anonymous function of the form “fn
(t, b) => E”, where t is the data and b the bindings given to the action. The expression E computes the result of
applying the function, which corresponds to the data produced when evaluating the action.
In this section we will look at a representative selection of the rules; the rest can be found in the Appendix. We
shall use A to range over actions, O to range over data operators, E to range over SML expressions (e.g. anonymous
functions), d and I to range over SML identifiers, n to range over integers, i and j to range over labels, and t to range
over types. Some rules use the function T that takes an action and returns its type. The type of an action is of course
context dependent and has been derived by the preceding type inference. We shall also assume that all identifiers
occurring in an action have been mapped into identifiers that are not reserved words in SML.
4.1. Flow of control and data
The action copy has the simplest translation (Rule 1) given to it. Translating result D is only a little bit more
complicated (Rule 2); D produced by the action must be translated into an SML expression E . If the data D is an
action it is translated using the rules, in other cases it is translated into SML representations of the data, e.g. integers
and booleans are just translated to the same integers and booleans.
Normal composition of actions, as described by the then combinator, naturally translates to composition of the
translations, E1 and E2, of the two subactions. The result of applying E1 to the given data and bindings is given
to E2 together with the same bindings used by E1. Another solution would be to preface the generated code
with a function “fun asthen (A1, A2) (t,b) = A2(A1(t,b), b)”, and then translate the action to asthen
(E1, E2). A similar solution can be applied in some of the other code rules, namely the cases where the rules are not
dependent on the type of the action. It will not change the execution time of the produced code, or make the translation
remarkably easier, so to keep the uniformity of the code rules we have chosen the other translation.
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copy −→ fn (t, b) => t (1)
D −→ E
result D −→ fn (t, b) => E (2)
A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
A1 then A2 −→ fn (t, b) => E2(E1(t, b), b)
(3)
A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
n1 = |normout(T (A1))|, n2 = |normout(T (A2))|
A1 and-then A2 −→ fn (t, b) =>
let val (d1, . . . , dn1) = E1(t, b);
val (dn1+1, . . . , dn1+n2) = E2(t, b)
in (d1, . . . , dn1+n2) end
(4)
Fig. 4. Normal flow of control and data.
unfold −→ fn (t, b) => unf (t, b) (5)
A −→ E
unfolding A −→ let val rec unf = E in unf end (6)
Fig. 5. Iterative control flow.
The and-then combinator translates to a let-in-end expression (Rule 4).This expression can be used to describe
declarations that are local to an expression. Both of the translations of the two subactions are evaluated on the given
data and bindings, and the elements in the resulting tuples of data are bound to variables d1, . . . , dn1+n2 which are
then used in the resulting data tuple. Hence SML tuples are used to represent the data produced by and given to an
action, and because the type information is available for all subactions, the action compiler can produce code that does
concatenation of two tuples.
When given an action type, the function normout returns the record type that describes the type of data produced
by an action in case of normal termination. The | · | operator computes the size of the record, so a tuple pattern with the
right number of d’s can be generated. The cases where normout(T (A)) is ∅ should be handled by other rules because
it indicates that part of the action will never be evaluated. The rules can be found in the Appendix.
The actions unfolding A and unfold (Rule 6 and 5 in Fig. 5) are used to describe iteration. The semantics of unfold is
that it evaluates the action A in the nearest enclosing unfolding A. The translation of unfolding just binds the translation
of A to the identifier unf, so the translation of unfold should just apply the function bound to unf to the given data and
bindings. The function resulting from translating unfolding is the function bound to unf. Notice the use of the “rec”
keyword which ensures that unf can be used from within E . It is not required that the unfold call is tail-recursive (as
it is the case in some previous work [6]), but the SML compiler is able to optimize the code in the cases where it is
tail-recursive.
Abrupt data flow in AN is translated to raising and handling SML exceptions (Fig. 6). If the result of applying
a data operator O to the given data is the boolean value false, the action “check O” (Rule 7) terminates abruptly
with no data. Because SML requires that exceptions are declared before being used, some preprocessing of the whole
action is needed; for every unique occurrence of a record type representing the type of data produced by a sub-action
that terminates abruptly a new exception is declared. The unique exception name tied to a record type is returned by
the function excepid when it is applied to a record type. Since check does not produce any data when it terminates
abruptly, the record type given to excepid is the empty record {}. In the generated code the SML keyword raise is
used to raise an exception. If the result of applying the data operator (ch) is true, the given data (t) is the result.
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O −→ E
I = excepid({})
check O −→ fn (t, b) =>
let val ch = E(t, b)
in if ch then t else raise I ()
end
(7)
A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
I = excepid(abruptout(T (A1)))
A1 catch A2 −→ fn (t, b) => (E1 (t, b) handle I et => E2 (et, b))
(8)
Fig. 6. Abrupt control flow.
For handling abrupt termination AN provides the action combinator catch (Rule 8). The code generated from it
uses the SML keyword handle to capture the exception raised by the evaluation of the left-hand side expression (E1
(t, b)). The pattern “I et” on the right-hand side of handle ensures that only the right exceptions are handled, and
that the raised data are bound to the identifier et. The alternative when the first expression terminates abruptly is to
evaluate the second expression with the data raised and the original bindings. The type operator abruptout returns the
type describing the data produced by an action in case of abrupt termination.
4.2. Bindings and storage
The actions concerned with scopes of bindings are shown in Fig. 7. The action copy-bindings (Rule 9) resembles
the action copy and therefore the generated code is also similar. The only difference is that the result of evaluating it
is the given bindings instead of the given data.
copy-bindings −→ fn (t, b) => b (9)
A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
A1 scope A2 −→ fn (t, b) => E2(t, E1(t, b))
(10)
A −→ E
{i1 : t1, . . . , in : tni } = bindings(T (recursively A)){1 : { j1 : t1, . . . , jn : tn j }} = normout(T (A))
B = { j1 = r1, ..., jn j = rn j }/{i1 = ref b1, ..., ini = ref bni }
recursively A −→
1) fn (d, {i1 = b1, ..., ini = bni) =>
2) let
3) val rec rv1 = fn x => (rv1 x);
4) val r1 = ref rv1;
5) ...
6) val rec rvn j = fn x => (rvn j x);
7) val rn j = ref rvn j;
8) val { j1 = ref f1, ..., jn j = ref fn j } = E (t, B)
9) in
10) r1 := f1; ...; rn j := fn j;
11) { j1 = f1, ..., jn j = fn j }
12) end
(11)
create −→ fn (t, b) => ref t (12)
Fig. 7. Scopes of bindings.
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The same similarity can be seen when comparing the combinators scope (Rule 10) (Rule 3). The second subaction
A2 in “A1 scope A2” uses the bindings produced by A1 together with the original data, and this is reflected in the way
the functions generated from the subactions are composed.
More interesting is the rule for recursively (Rule 11), and this is also the most complicated of the code generation
rules. When evaluating the action “recursively A” the bindings produced by the subaction A is also part of the bindings
given to A. The bindings b1 given to “recursively A” (in the rule it is bindings(T (recursivelyA))) and the bindings b2
produced by A are combined by letting b2 override b1, and the result is given to A. This allows recursive declarations,
like, for instance, recursive functions, in A.
In Rule 11 we have added line numbers to improve the explanation, but they are not part of the generated SML
code. The “...” sign used in the rule are used to illustrate repetition and are also not part of the generated SML code.
To capture the relatively complex semantics of “recursively A”, we use a trick where we bind every identifier in
the domain of b2 to a reference containing a “dummy” value (line 3–7), and every identifier in the domain of b1, but
not in the domain of b2, is bound to a reference containing the value originally bound to the identifier (the content
of metavariable B). These bindings are then given to the code generated from A, which produces new bindings (line
8). Finally these bindings are used to update the references containing dummy values with the correct values (line
10). Using infinitely recursing functions as dummy value (line 4 and 6) ensures that all functions can be stored in the
reference because the reference will hold functions of type α → β, where α and β are type variables. The output of
the action is bindings and the SML record modelling these bindings is constructed in line 11. In Rule 11 A is expected
to generate bindings where actions are bound to identifiers (hence the use of functions as dummy values), but if it
binds other types of values, the dummy values used in the generated code should be changed to values with the same
types as the bound values.
From the above, we see that looking up bound identifiers and creating new bindings in A must also take account of
the use of references by dereferencing and creating references.
There are three actions to describe manipulation of storage, but only the one for allocating new memory cells
is shown in Fig. 7. The generated code for create takes advantage of the builtin SML datatype for references. The
constructor ref is used to construct a reference containing the data given to the function. For the two other actions,
inspect and update, two other SML data operations on references, ! and :=, are used to lookup the value stored in a
reference and store a new value in an existing reference.
4.3. Actions as data
The biggest advantage in using SML as target language is in the translation of the actions related to actions as data.
Here we exploit the fact that SML has higher order functions. When the data produced by “result D” are an action, it
is useful that SML allows a function to return a function as result. For the action apply the generated code is a function
that expects a function (d1) together with some data (d2, . . . , dn) and then applies d1 to the data d2, . . . , dn together
with the empty record representing no bindings.
n = |normout(T (apply))|
apply −→ fn ((d1, . . . , dn), b) => d1 ((d2, . . . , dn), {})
(13)
close −→ fn (a, b) => fn (t, {}) => a (t, b) (14)
Fig. 8. Actions as data.
The action close results in a function that both expects a function (the parameter a) and produces a function (fn
(t, {}) => a (t, b)). The produced function expects no bindings and just applies the function a to the data and
the bindings given to the whole function.
4.4. Data and data operators
AN contains a number of inbuilt data operators on integers and booleans that can trivially be translated to
corresponding SML data operators. The inbuilt data operators on binding maps (operators for creating single bindings,
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looking up bindings, uniting binding maps, etc.) are translated into selection of elements from records and construction
of records. To translate these data operators the type information about the given bindings is used. ASDF lets the user
specify data and data constructors, and these are also translated into SML by the action compiler.
4.5. Example
To finish this section, we will give an example of the result of translating an action to SML. The action “(copy and
(result 5 then create)) then apply” expects an action and then applies this action to a memory cell containing the integer
5. The translation is shown in Table 2 (we have added integer postfixes to some identifiers to improve readability,
comments to describe which sub-action a sub-expression originates from, and boxes to illustrate the grouping of the
subexpressions).
Table 2
Example of generated code
(* (copy and (result 5 then create)) then apply *)
(fn (t1, b1) =>
(* apply *) (fn ((d1, d2), b2) => d1 (d2, {}))
(
(* copy and (result 5 then create) *)
(fn (t3, b3) =>
let val d1 = (* copy *) (fn (t4, b4) => t4)
(t3, b3);
val d2 = (* result 5 then create *)
(fn (t5, b5) =>
(* create *) (fn (t6, b6) => ref t6)
(
(* result 5 *) (fn (t7, b7) => 5)
(t5, b5), b5))
(t3, b3)
in (d1, d2) end)
(t1, b1), b1))
Notice that the order of the subexpressions representing subactions is reversed compared with the whole action,
when the subactions are combined using then. The let-in-end expression is the translation of the subaction with
and as root, and here the results of evaluating its two subactions are bound to the identifiers d1 and d2 which are then
combined into a pair; the result of the whole subaction.
5. Related work
The Actress system [6] showed how to compile actions into C code. The compilation involved several action
optimizations where the most important one was binding elimination. The system has been tested on a specification
of a small imperative language called Specimen, and the running time of the generated C code for some programs has
been compared to running times for implementations of the same programs in Pascal. This comparison shows that
the generated C code is between a factor 5 to 28 slower than the compiled Pascal code. The rules describing the code
generation are complicated because they use a set of variables to pass data between actions and must keep track of
which variables are used and have been used by subactions.
Peter Ørbæk’s OASIS [4] generated SPARC assembler code. This system applied several optimizations known
from handwritten compilers, like constant propagation and tail-recursion detection. In a comparison between programs
compiled with a generated compiler for an imperative language HypoPL and equivalent programs written in C and
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compiled with GCC 2.4.3 (with full optimization), Ørbæk showed that the code from the generated compiler was
between 1.5–4 times slower. Due to the low level of the target language, the code generation is complicated.4
Continuing the work done by Brown, Moura and Watt on the Actress system, Kent D. Lee developed the Genesis
system [7]. The systems have many similarities with respect to type inference and action transformations, but instead
of generating C code, Genesis generates Java bytecode. One advantage of this is the portability of the generated
code. As with the OASIS system, the low level target language makes code generation complicated, and special
transformations of actions are needed. Lee does not present any evaluation of the generated code.
A somewhat different approach has been demonstrated by Bondorf and Palsberg in [8]. By writing an action
interpreter in Scheme and applying the Similix partial evaluator, they were able to generate an action compiler that
generates Scheme code. The advantage of this approach is that it is easier to write an action interpreter than an action
compiler, and the hard work is done by Similix. Should AN change it is also easier to update an action interpreter than
an action compiler. Their evaluation of the generated Scheme code shows that it is almost 100 times slower than code
generated by a handwritten compiler.
Recently Tijs van der Storm [9] has shown a simpler approach to compiling actions to C and Java. Comparing it
with Actress and Genesis the compiler is simpler because it does not perform any type inference or optimizations.
Instead of translating an action combinator to a sequence of statements, it translates it to a function that calls the
functions representing the subactions. Because his compiler does not perform type inference, the code produced is not
easily optimized by the C (or Java) compiler which is reflected in his test results. Van der Storm has only documented
a test where he uses an action calculating fibonacci numbers (see Section 5 in [9]). The best result achieved when
calculating the 20th fibonacci number is a running time of 0.8 s. To compare we have achieved a running time of 0.5
s for calculating the 33rd fibonacci number on slower hardware (Intel Pentium III 1 GHz) than the hardware used by
van der Storm (AMD XP 1800+). We were not able run his action compiler to better compare the two compilers.
There is a huge selection of compiler generators employing other formalisms than AS. We shall mention two
systems here that also seem to be popular outside academia, contrary to the AS-based systems.
The Eli system [16] is based on attribute grammars. In addition to using attribute grammars the user can specify
part of the compiler by “analogy” which means that the system has a large library of constructs used in common
programming languages, so if the user wants scope rules similar to the ones used by Algol 60, he should just include
the right module in the specification instead of writing it from scratch. The user can also specify part of the compiler
by “solution” which means that he can write arbitrary fragments of C code that solves a problem. There are no
examples in the literature of using Eli for implementing compilers for functional or object oriented languages, but a
large set of real world imperative languages (Algol 60, C, Pascal) have been implemented completely or partly. In
[17] the compiler for a Pascal-like language generated by Eli is compared with GCC, and the results show that the Eli
generated compiler produces code that is approximately 35% slower than the code produced by GCC.
In Gentle [18] the specification of a compiler is done in a logic programming language which is used in all parts
of the specification. The specification language resembles Prolog but is more restricted and therefore the unification
algorithm could be optimized. In [19] Vollmer reports that Gentle generates very efficient compilers with respect
to compilation time, and that user experience shows that developing compilers in Gentle saves time compared to
hand-coding compilers.
6. Evaluation of the action compiler
The action compiler has been implemented using ASF+SDF, a formalism that makes it easy to implement especially
the code generation rules. The drawback is that the generated compilers are slow, and therefore we are not going to
compare the compilation times in this section, unlike related work [6,4].
We have tested the action compiler as part of our compiler generator, meaning that we have given the compiler
generator two descriptions of programming languages and then compiled some test programs with the generated
compilers.
The tests were run on a 3.0 GHz Intel R© Pentium R© 4 with 512 Kb cache and 1Gb RAM running Linux 2.4.20-31.9.
The generated SML code from the action compiler was compiled using the MLton 20040227 compiler.
4 Code generation is not well documented in [4], but the source code of OASIS can be downloaded at ftp://ftp.daimi.au.dk/pub/empl/poe/oasis-2.
2.tar.gz.
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Table 3
CoreML running times
Program Generated compiler MLton Factor
fibo 4.80 s 2.77 s 1.7
ackerman 4.33 s 0.63 s 6.9
fibo-while 1.24 s 0.34 s 3.6
length 1.13 s 0.21 s 5.4
church 7.83 s 0.33 s 23.7
The first language we tested was the Core ML language as described in [11]. In Table 3 the test results are shown.
The following test programs were used:
fibo uses a recursive function to calculate the 40th fibonacci number;
ackerman computes the Ackerman function on the integers 3 and 11;
fibo-while calculates the 40th fibonacci number using a while loop and references. The calculation is repeated 2
million times to reduce the significance of the program startup time;
length declares a list datatype, then constructs a list of length 100 000 using a recursive function, and finally
calculates the length using another recursive function;
church constructs the Church encoding of 10 million, and then transforms the Church encoding of the number back
to an integer by applying the encoding to the increment function and 0.
The test programs exploit both the functional and the imperative aspects of the Core ML language. The same
programs were compiled and the running time for the output was measured. The programs were compiled using the
compiler front-end, the action compiler, and MLton, on the one hand (the second column), and using MLton, on the
other hand (the third column). The last column shows how many times slower the output from the generated compiler
is.
The result for the fibo program is quite satisfying, while the results for ackerman, fibo-while, and length are
acceptable. The main reason for the slowness of the fibo-while and length programs is the way we represent data
types (references and lists) in the produced SML code. Because of the way the semantics of function application in
Core ML is described, the action representing the ackerman program is not tail-recursive, as the ML program is, and
therefore the MLton compiler does a better job in optimizing the ML program than it can do on the code produced
by our action compiler on this program. The problem with tail-recursion is not noticeable in the recursive fibonacci
program (fibo), because the recursive function there is not tail-recursive. In the AS description of Core ML the action
representing a function is wrapped in a data type, and this is the main reason for the bad results when running the
church test program which exploits higher-order functions.
The compiler generator has also been tested on a small subset of C. The subset includes simple expressions, assign-,
if- and while- statements, statement blocks, variable declarations, and recursive functions. The values are integers and
arrays of integers, but no pointers. The seven test programs are:
fibo computes the 40th fibonacci number using a recursive function;
ackerman computes the Ackerman function on the integers 3 and 11;
decrement contains four mutually recursive functions calling each other while decrementing an integer argument
from 10 million to zero;
fibo-while calculates the 40th fibonacci number using a while loop. The calculation is repeated 50 million times to
reduce the significance of the program startup time;
euclid is an implementation of Euclid’s algorithm that finds the greatest common divisor of 37 and 1023. This is
repeated 20 million times;
sieve is an implementation of the Sieve of Eratosthenes that finds the prime numbers between 1 and 2 million. This
is repeated 10 times;
bubble is an implementation of the bubble-sort algorithm on an array of integers of length 32000.
Table 4 compares the running times for the output from the generated compiler and the programs compiled with
GCC 3.3.2.
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Table 4
miniC running times
Program Generated compiler GCC Factor
fibo 2.81 s 1.50 s 1.9
ackerman 3.60 s 0.60 s 6.0
decrement 19.15 s 1.26 s 15.2
fibo-while 4.24 s 1.70 s 2.5
euclid 1.88 s 1.12 s 1.7
sieve 2.51 s 1.25 s 2.0
bubble 1.69 s 0.82 s 2.1
Table 5
OASIS running times
Program Generated compiler GCC Factor
fibo-while 0.8 s 0.5 s 1.6
sieve 1.2 s 0.3 s 4.0
euclid 2.1 s 0.7 s 3.0
bubble 0.4 s 0.2 s 2.0
The results for all test programs except ackerman and decrement are quite satisfying. On these programs the
generated compiler generates code that is only a factor two slower than code generated by GCC on the average. We
think that the generated compiler produces so slow code on the decrement program, compared to the GCC compiler,
because of the way the recursively combinator is implemented, which seems to be particularly inefficient when the
program contains mutually recursive functions. In the ackerman and decrement programs the problem with nontail-
recursive actions appears again.
Comparing a compiler generated from a subset of C with a compiler for the whole C language is of course not fair.
It is likely that the generated compiler will become less efficient when we extend the subset of C, especially if we
allow more data than just integers and arrays of integers. Adding more features often means that the simple semantics
of a construct is replaced by a more complex semantics, for instance, adding pointers and floats to the subset of C
would mean that the semantic of + becomes more complicated because the operator should now be overloaded. On
the other hand, our compiler generates code that performs bounds checking on arrays, which the GCC compiler does
not, which makes the generated compilers less efficient.
The test results in this section reveal that the efficiency of the generated compiler largely depends on the optimality
of the action semantic description it is based on. It is also clear that the action compiler should be improved with
respect to the implementation of the recursively combinator and the representation of data.
6.1. Comparison with OASIS
Comparing our result with the results achieved by others it is clear that our generated compilers are more efficient
than all AS-based systems, except OASIS, but probably less efficient than compilers generated by Eli.
We have not been able to use the Ørbæk’s OASIS system ourselves because it is based on outdated software
and hardware we do not have access to. Our comparison is therefore based on the numbers listed in Table 5 taken
from Section 4.5 in [3]. The numbers show the running times for HypoPL (a subset of Pascal) programs compiled
with a generated compiler (second column), the running times for a similar program compiled with GCC with full
optimization (third column), and how much slower the output from the generated compiler is (fourth column).
We have implemented equivalent programs in miniC and the running times are displayed in Table 4. It is difficult
to compare our action compiler with OASIS for various reasons:
• We are not able to test OASIS;
• OASIS uses another AN based on an restricted version of the original AN and extended with extra features;
• Since the running times measurements for output from OASIS was performed on outdated hardware, we can only
compare the factor that the output was slower than GCC’s output with the factor column in our own measurements,
instead of comparing the actual running times;
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• The HypoPL language is different from miniC. For instance, HypoPL allows neither functions with more than one
argument nor mutually recursive functions;
• The results reported on OASIS are accurate only to one decimal place, so the factor might vary up to ±1 on some
results.
All in all it is hardly fair to compare Ørbæk’s results with ours. With this caveat we are going to try anyway. When
comparing the numbers in the factor column in the last four rows of Table 4 and the numbers in the factor column in
Table 5, we notice that the output from our generated compiler is 2.1 times slower than gcc on the average, whereas
OASIS’s is 2.7 times slower. It would have been interesting to see how OASIS’s generated compiler performs on the
ackerman and decrement programs where we have significantly worse results.
7. Limitations
Both the use of action semantics as input and SML as output in our compiler generator put some limitations on
the languages that can be described. Action semantics cannot describe all language features, for instance, call/cc
known from many functional languages cannot be described in a straightforward way. Our type inference algorithm,
puts further limitations on the set of actions accepted, for instance, actions originating from an ML program exploiting
ML’s let-polymorphism are not accepted. Finally the target language of the action compiler also limits the language
features that can be described.
Because SML has a strict type system in SML, it is difficult to compile languages with subtypes. Possible solutions
to this problem include:
• Construct a ML data type U which is a union of all possible types in the program, and use it to encapsulate all
data in the generated SML code. Unfortunately this would require a lot of runtime type checking to ensure that a
value of type U actually has the expected subtype. Even though MLton might be able to optimize away some of
the runtime checks, this would still reduce the efficiency of the generated compiler.
• Use another target language with a type system that makes it easier to describe subtyping. By this approach we
would risk loosing the advantages gained by using SML as target language (see Section 8), and the efficiency
gained by using the MLton compiler;
• Use the inferred type information to eliminate the need for subtypes in the produced code. This restricts the set of
accepted actions to the actions that are statically typed, but this restriction is already imposed by our type inference
algorithm.
Future work should focus on solving the problems related to handling languages with more advanced type systems
in an efficient way.
Support for user defined data types is work in progress. The representation of data is the main reason for
performance loss in the generated compilers. Currently we support the data defined in the ASDF modules as part
of a language description. It is only possible to describe languages where the user can define his own data types to
some extent. The length program in Section 6 is an example of how the user can define a list data type in the Core
ML language, but the description of data types in Core ML is not fully supported by the action compiler yet, and only
works on some examples. This means that some Core ML programs is rejected by the generated compiler because they
use too advanced user-defined data types, but we believe that this can be improved, so that all legal Core ML programs
will be accepted by the generated compiler. Most of the improvements should be done in the ASDF description of the
constructs in Core ML used for defining data types (see App. C.3 in [11]), so that the constructs will be mapped into
actions containing more info about the structure of the data types.
8. Conclusion and future work
We have presented an action compiler that, compared to the best of the previous results, is a small improvement
with respect to the efficiency of the generated code. Our main contribution is the simplicity of the code generation
where we use SML as target language.
Using SML makes code generation simpler because of AN’s resemblance to functional languages. The built-in
tuple and record types makes it easier to represent data and bindings without having to declare a lot of new data types.
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All actions are translated to functions and this would be complicated in a language without anonymous functions.
Actions that treat other actions as data (i.e. apply and close) would also be difficult to translate without higher-order
functions.
Future work includes investigating how to generate code that is easier for the SML compiler to optimize. Especially
the way data is represented in the generated code needs improvement. Relaxing the restrictions put on actions would
also improve the system. Improving the type inference algorithm such that it accepts a bigger set of actions, would
allow more natural descriptions of languages, but here we are also limited by the target language (SML) being strongly
typed, as pointed out in Section 7.
The action compiler has been tested with a front-end that maps Core ML into actions. Although this results in a
mapping between a subset of SML and SML this is still interesting, since the language constructs found in Core ML
can also be found in many realistic languages.
As mentioned in Section 7 we think it is possible to improve the shortcomings with respect to user defined data
types in the generated Core ML compiler, and therefore an improvement of our work should be able to compile all
legal Core ML programs. It would be interesting to see an improvement of our compiler tested on the full Standard
ML language or another realistic language, instead of just a sublanguage. Previous work has also only been tested on
small languages; so far it has not been investigated how well action compilers scale to handle realistic programming
languages. We think that at the moment van der Storm’s compiler is the compiler that has the best chance of handling
actions originating from a realistic language description because it can handle data that can be described using
ATerms [20].
Improving the action compiler such that it also allows subtypes should allow compilation of a broader range of
realistic programming languages, for instance, Java [10].
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Appendix. Remaining code rules
O −→ E
give O −→ E (15)
A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
n1 = |normout(T (A1))|, n2 = |normout(T (A2))|
A1 and A2 −→ fn (t, b) =>
let val (d1, . . . , dn1) = E1(t, b);
val (dn1+1, . . . , dn1+n2) = E2(t, b)
in (d1, . . . , dn1+n2) end
(16)
A1 −→ E1
∅ = normout(T (A1))
A1 and A2 −→ E1
(17)
A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
∅ 6= normout(T (A1)), ∅ = normout(T (A2))
A1 and A2 −→ fn (t, b) =>
let val = E1(t, b);
val = E2(t, b)
in () end
(18)
A1 −→ E1
∅ = normout(T (A1))
A1 and-then A2 −→ E1
(19)
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A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
∅ 6= normout(T (A1)), ∅ = normout(T (A2))
A1 and-then A2 −→ fn (t, b) =>
let val = E1(t, b);
val = E2(t, b)
in () end
(20)
A −→ E
indivisbly A −→ E (21)
I = excepid(abruptout(T (throw)))
throw −→ fn (t, b) => raise I t (22)
A1 −→ E1
∅ = abruptout(T (A1))
A1 catch A2 −→ E1
(23)
A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
I1 = excepid(abruptout(T (A1))), I2 = excepid(abruptout(T (A2)))
n1 = |abruptout(T (A1))|, n2 = |abruptout(T (A2))|
A1 and-catch A2 −→ fn (t, b) => (E1 (t, b)
handle I1 (d1, . . . , dn1) => (E2 (t, b)
handle I2 (dn1+1, . . . , dn1+n2)
=> (d1, . . . , dn1+n2)))
(24)
A1 −→ E1
∅ = abruptout(T (A1))
A1 and-catch A2 −→ E1
(25)
A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
I1 = excepid(abruptout(T (A1))),∅ = abruptout(T (A2))
A1 and-catch A2 −→ fn (t, b) => (E1 (t, b)
handle I1 => (E2 (t, b)))
(26)
fail −→ fn (t, b) => raise FAIL (27)
A1 −→ E1
A2 −→ E2
A1 else A2 −→ fn (t, b) => (E1 (t, b) handle FAIL => E2 (t, b))
(28)
choose-nat −→ fn (t, b) => random () (29)
inspect −→ fn (t, b) => !t (30)
update −→ fn ((c, d), b) => c := d (31)
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